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Prologue

Midnight was 18 and grew bigger. He grew up and

become a conductor. He grew up and smoke.  His brothers

were the same age as Midnight. Peter grew up to become

a constructor. His friends were helping him build around

some  places  such  as  buildings  from  stores,  houses,

schools, and more buildings. They were telling him what

to do with these wooden planks and storages. Alan grew

up to become a comedian. He wanted to entertain people

big by making good jokes. People were the big fan of Alan

since his viral videos went up to a million of views. One of

his best friends helped him recording videos by using his

cell phone with a selfie stick. James grew up to become a

meditator and coach at the same time. He teaches kids,

teens,  and adults  to  exercise  at  the  same time.  He did

more yoga exercises on his TV series. After he produced

himself  to  his  exercising  people,  he  sold  275  million

copies around the medicine stores,  supermarkets,  cheap

stores, and online websites.
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Midnight

People were getting on the train. After they went

on the train, Midnight walked on the train and said, “All

aboard!” They were inside the train reading books, watch

TV,  and  play  inside  the  train.  The  conductors  were

walking  on  the  conducting  room.  They  grabbed  their

shovels and tore eight bags of charcoal. They opened the

door  and  grabbed  three  packages  of  charcoals.  They

dropped them on the floor. They grabbed each one of the

pack of charcoals and pour it on the floor. Midnight points

at these three shovels to the conductors while he’s riding a

train.  The  conductors  were  getting  each  one  of  the

shovels.

They began to dig the charcoals and throw them

on  the firepit. While they’re working on the charcoals, the

conductors were having a conversation about Midnight’s

life and asking simple questions. He grabbed a cigarette

box and smoke one cigarette. He dig on his pocket to find

a lighter and grabbed a lighter.

The  first  conductor  asked,  “Do  you  have  a

girlfriend?”
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Midnight felt like he didn’t want to talk about it.

He kept smoking and said, “Guys, I’m not answering this

question today.”

The second conductor asked, “Why?”

Midnight  said,  “I  just  don’t.” He felt  alone  and

kept smoking.

The second conductor felt  bad for Midnight.  He

was about to say something about not getting a girlfriend

but  he  left  no  word,  striving  to  think  before  the  third

conductor interrupts.

The third conductor said and interrupt,  “He has

life to do, Mick.”
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“What  do  you  mean  he  has  life  to  do?”  asked

Mick.

“You  don’t  know  what  he  meant,”  the  third

conductor grunted. “Work!”

“I just wanna--” Mick said but the third conductor

interrupted.

“Na-uhm!” the third conductor said.  “No more!

You need to mine your own business.” Midnight sighed

and looked at the railtrack road.

Later at the outer space in the rocket, the scientists

were looking at the green crystal diamond and discuss it.
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“All right, what kind of animals does this  green

diamond have?” asked the second scientist.

“Uhm, let me see!” the third scientist said, looking

at the computer screen.

“I  see  lizards  in  this  green  diamond,”  said  the

third scientist.

“What!”  the  second  scientist  said,  walking

through the computer screen. He see so many targets of

lizards.

Later on, an alarm came on the rocket.

“Captain,  I  heard  an  alarm!”  the  first  scientist

said. The alarm sirens.
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“What should we do, captain?” the first scientist

said.

“I think we should shoot that big ass diamond.”

the captain said.  They looked at the button,  raising the

door higher. The button inside has a text on it that says,

“Shoot”.  A captain  slammed  the  button  down with  his

right hand harder. It opens both slide doors at the same

time  except  that  it  has  one  missile  on  each  side.  The

missile launches at the green crystal diamond. It miss.

The  captain  screamed,  “Damn!”  The  green

diamond locates at Earth on the United States. He pressed

the  “Shoot”  button  again  but  it  finally  splits  into  four

pieces.  While  it  splits  into  four  pieces,  the  four  green

shattered diamonds still had lizards on them.

After  he  shoots  the  green  diamond,  the  captain

yelled, “Bingo!” in front of scientists.

The third scientist says, “Look what you missed!”

He points out these four shattered diamonds. The captain

shows up and saw the four shattered diamonds.
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“No!” the captain shouted. “It can’t be.”

“Yep,” the third scientist said.

Midnight kept on riding the train. He checked his

device to see if something danger is going on or not. He

sees the green diamond on his device.

“What the fuck!” Midnight said anxiously.

“What’s wrong?” the second conductor said.

Midnight showed the conductors about the green

diamond. He puts it out to his conductors.
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“No!” the third conductor said.

“It’s here,” Midnight said back.

The people were continuing watch TV, read books,

and more. Some people were looking at the windows while

others are having a conversation about something else.

Later on, a green diamond is falling near through

Midnight’s train.

“Somebody  just  give  me  a  damn  shotgun!”

Midnight yelled.

The conductors were looking out for the shotgun

harder.
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“Jackpot!” the first conductor screamed. Midnight

rolls out faster and running for the shotgun. He grabs the

shotgun from the first conductor’s hands. He runs through

the train pulley and pushes up to stop the whole train.

The conductors were opening the door, looking for

the weapons. Inside the door, there were more shotguns

and revolvers  on the  room.  They  grabbed the  shotguns

and ready to run outside. Before they ready to run outside,

they stood on the wall and hide themselves.

Midnight grabs the microphone and told everyone

on the train, “All right, you had to get out of the train

right  now!”  People  got  out  of  the  train  faster  and

screamed.  Midnight  and  his  conductors  were  running

through the  exit  door.  First,  they  ran through the  back

door on each train bases. Then, they jumped on each train

pums. Finally, they exit the way out.

People saw the green diamond, thinking of it as a

shooting  star.  A  few  people  saw  Midnight  and  his

conductors running through the green diamond.

Midnight  has  a  walkie-talkie  right  next  to  his

pocket. His walkie-talkie is making a static noise and then

hears out the captain’s noise.
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The captain on Midnight’s walkie-talkie said, “You

better shoot out the green diamond before it makes more

babies on ‘dem lizards.”

“Right on it!” Midnight said back. Midnight pulls

out the bullet box and take out two bullets. Inside the box,

there were sixty-four bullets on it.  The conductors were

doing the same as what Midnight had done except that the

conductors didn’t have any bullet boxes in their pockets.

Midnight grabbed about eighteen bullets in all and

say, “Here take them!”

The conductors were grabbing six of the bullets.

They set the bullets in their pockets and took two bullets

together. They spend their shotguns and put two bullets on

them. While they set their two bullets on their shotguns,

the green diamond falls faster to the ground.

“It’s coming nearby!” the first conductor said.

Midnight  screamed,  “Everybody  run  your  asses

off!” The people were screaming and run themselves back

home.  After  they  screamed  and  run  themselves  here,

Midnight  and  his  conductors  were  shooting  the  green

diamond before it falls to the ground. The green diamond

has holes on it.
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“I guess we need a machine gun,” Midnight told

the captain on the walkie-talkie.

“All right, I’ll send them down,” the captain said.

“Where you at?”

“I’m in  Ohio from Mountain  Vernon,” Midnight

said.

“Got it!” the captain screamed.
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Peter

Peter  got  into  his  own  house  and  got  dressed.

Nathan bought the house for Peter since Peter needs his

own life. He ended up getting an exercise break after he

got dressed. He sweats really bad that he done thirty-five

pull  ups,  twenty-five sit  ups,  forty-five weighs  on a big

dumbell, and more exercises.

His  exercising  break  was  about  fifteen  minutes.

Still,  Peter  was  waiting  on  the  constructors.  He  was

thinking of taking a bath, but he had no time.
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The constructor drove a way to Peter’s home. He

drove the truck closer to the road where the neighborhood

streets were at. He blew the horn to Peter to make him

rush to a truck.

“Come hurry up, Peter!” the second constructor

said excitedly.

“All right, give me a minute,” Peter said. Peter is

running for his clothes and got dressed. He rush through

the door and got out of his room. He ran on the hallway to

the den to get out of his house. He opened the door and

kept running faster to a truck.
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Peter opened the truck door and got in the truck

quickly.

“Hey!” the third conductor said.

“What’s  going  on?”  Peter  asked  excitedly.  The

first  conductor  drove  the  way  in  to  the  streets.  The

constructors were thinking of getting a breakfast break.

He drove from Bay City to Traverse City. While he drove

from Bay City to Traverse City, he began to stop at the gas

station store. All Peter and the other constructors see is

some small cities that came from a country state.

There  was  a  gas  station  named  Sunny’s  Gas

Station. After they stopped at the gas store, they began to

get out of the truck and walk.

“Yeah, I got hungry so bad,” Peter said excitedly.

“Same thing here!” the second constructor said.

At the store, they were waiting in line with others.

The constructors  had follow the line.  They checked the

menu. Peter went out of line and looked at the menu.
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“See any orders we want?” the first constructor

said.

“We  see  fish  sandwiches,  chicken  tenders,  and

more.” Peter said. Peter stood in line, waiting for others

to go out after ordering.

After a man orders what he wants, then Peter and

the other constructors went next to order.
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“What did you want to order?” asked the cashier.

“Ten of the fish sandwiches for each one of us,”

the first constructor said.

“All right, ten fish sandwiches,” the cashier yelled

to the fryers. The cashier types and punches it in. After the

cashier types and punches  it  in,  the cash register on a

computer gives them a random number. The receipt prints

out immediately. The cashier snatches the receipt and give

it to them.

“Here’s your receipt!” the cashier said, giving the

receipt to the first conductor.

“Thank you very much!” the first constructor said,

grabbing the receipt.

“You welcome!” the cashier  said.  Peter  and the

other constructors were sitting at the table, waiting for the

fish sandwiches.

“All right, we got the fish sandwiches,” Peter said.

“Finally  did,”  the  first  constructor  said,  fist

bumped Peter. They all fist bump each other. Peter had to

check  his  walkie-talkie  to  come  talk  about  the  green

diamond after it makes a static noise.

“Peter, did you check out the green diamond?” the

captain said.
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“Right on it, sir!” Peter said.

“What  was  that!”  the  second  constructor  said.

They heard the bell ring for an order.

“Number two-hundred fifty two,” the cashier said.

The cashier brings out the bag of fried catfish. The man

stood up between the benches and walked out to get a bag

of fried catfish.

“It’s  my  captain,”  Peter  told  the  second

constructor. “I had to check if this green diamond is here

or not.” Peter grabs his tablet to see the green diamond.

“Yep, it comes,” Peter said. They all see his tablet.
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They began to have a conversation about the green

diamond.

“We’re ready to destroy that diamond!” the third

constructor said.

“All of us are,” Peter said.

“And we’re able to get these guns together.” the

first constructor said.

“Straight  talk,”  the  third  constructorsaid.  “Like

what John said.”

“Yep!” John said.

“I’m  going  to  play  a  quiet  game  in  this  tablet

called chess,” said Peter. At first, he pressed the square

button. Next, he went through the chess app. Finally, he

pressed the chess app. Peter played the chess on a tablet.

He played chess by himself. 

Two minutes later, Peter had beaten two wins on a

row on a chess game.

“Number  three-hundred  sixty-nine,”  the  cashier

said.

“It’s our number,” the second constructor said.

Peter  and  the  other  constructors  were  getting  a

bag of fish sandwiches. Peter paused his game and took it

with him. They went outside of the Sunny’s Gas Station.
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They got in the truck and drive. John twisted the key to

start on the key ignition. The truck starts. They decided to

wait  for  the  fish  sandwiches  as  they  went  into  the

building. He drove out of the gas station.

Five minutes later, the green diamond showed up.

“Shit no,” the third constructor said.

“Where’s my machine gun?” Peter screamed.

“We  don’t  have  a  machine  gun,”  the  third

constructor said, looking at a back window.

“Oh well,” Peter said.
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“I  guess  we  can  shoot  it  alone,”  the  second

constructor said. John drove faster to avoid the hit from

the green diamond.
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Chapter 1

Four diamonds were falling on each state. After the

four diamonds were falling on each state, they break and

led the lizards come out. The lizards were roaring out that

they began to eat people. People freaked out and left. They

ran faster to get people. They all called the military team

to kill all the lizards.

Midnight  set  his  walkie-talkie  together  and said,

“Right on it!” Peter, Alan, and James were doing the same

thing.

Peter said, “You coming with us!”

Alan screaming, “Rolling with this!”

James said, “Coming!”
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They all  hung up their  walkie-talkies as a better

reason to help.

Midnight, Peter, Alan, and James were in a battle

with the lizards.

The military team stacked their stuff together and

went  to help the lions quickly.  The alarm is  setting off

after the lizard attack.

All four captains screamed, “Go!” ten times. The

soldiers were humbled. They got in the army trucks. After

they got in, the military drivers start the trucks up. They

ran faster.
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Midnight screamed, “Stand back!” to the married

woman with his shotgun. He set his two bullets together

inside the shotgun and shoot the lizard. The lizard faints

deadly as it leaks green blood. Midnight ran and pulls the

lizard’s jaw out to catch her legs. Her legs are very itchy.

The woman told Midnight, “Thanks!”

Midnight uses his two fingers and made a salut on

his forehead.

Peter ran to save the soccer man. The soccer man

is  running  through  the  field  to  hide  himself  from  the

lizards. The lizards were running through the shop, eating

people  off  outside.  Some  of  the  lizards  were  chasing

through  the  entry  door  from  the  shop.  Peter  got  the

walkie-talkie off from the back pocket.

The  walkie-talkie  says,  “Get  this  man  from  the

shop.”

Peter  spoke on the walkie-talkie,  “I  got  it!”  The

soldiers  were  shooting  the  lizards  up.  The people  were

closing  the  door  up  in  front  of  the  lizards.  The  lizards

broke  the  door.  They  ran  and  eat  more  people.  They

completely broke the whole shop, but the soldiers were

shooting the lizards up. Some of the lizards were shot and

die.  The other  lizards  were finding the  soccer  man and
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began to bite his shirt with a jaw. Peter shot the lizards and

the door. The glass on the door breaks. Peter crawls in the

window and find the soccer man alone. The cashier pulls

down the emergency exit lever.

The alarms starts to siren. Peter kills most of the

lizards. He finally found the soccer man out of the store.

He grabbed the soccer man out, got themselves up, and

ran.  The  cashier  opened  the  door  from  Peter  and  the

soccer man.

The soccer man told Peter, “Thanks!”

Peter said, “Anytime!”

Alan ran to the military group to get the machine

gun. He began to shoot the lizards out.
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Thanks for reading!
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